Abstract-This paper presents a stabilizing adaptive controller for a nonlinear system depending affinely on some unknown parameters. We assume only this system is feedback stabilizable. A key feature of our method is the use of the Lyapunov equation to design the adaptive law. We give a result on local stability, two different conditions for global stability, and a local result where the initial conditions of the state of the system only are restricted.
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I. INTRODUCTION
E consider a family of nonlinear systems, indexed by W a parameter vector p in R' P = (PI * -* P J T .
(1)
For each value of p , the corresponding system in this family is called 5. It is described by where the state x, living in an n-dimensional smooth manifold M , is assumed to be completely measured, the control U is in W", and the d ' s are known smooth controlled vector fields. The way the system Y, is written in (2) expresses the assumption that the controlled vector field depends linearly, or, to be more precise, affinely, on the parameter p .
One particular vector p* in W' will be called the "true value of the parameter p." The problem is to stabilize the equilibrium point 0 of the system Ye.,,, p* being unknown.
Several answers to this stabilizatlon problem have been proposed in the literature. In [16] , [7] , and [17] the problem is particularized to specific systems: robot arms for [16] , [7] and a continuous stirred tank reactor for [17] . More general feedback linearizable systems are considered in [20] , [8] , [5] , and [2]. Finally, Sastry and Isidori [15] study the case of exponentially minimum-phase systems with globally Lipshitz nonlinearities.
Here, we shall address the above stabilization problem without restricting our attention only to linearizable systems. The basic assumption we make instead is that, for every possible p , the system Y, may be stabilized by means of a feedback law, depending continuously on p . This is made Manuscript received February 21, 1990; revised April 26, 1991 precise in assumption UFS (uniform feedback stabilizability, see Section 11). This usually makes sense only if we restrict the possible p's to lie in an open subset II of W'. Such an assumption provides for any p in n a control law U = un(p. x) which stabilizes the system Y,. We call these control laws the nominal control laws. Would p* be known, the controller U = u,(p*, x) could be used, and would give local or global stability for the closed-loop system, depending on whether the basic assumption UFS is locally or globally satisfied.
Since p* is not known, we cannot use U = un(p*, x).
Our solution consists of designing from the family of nominal control laws, a dynamic controller of the following form: j = functionof(@, x , q ) ; i -nJ (3) e = function of ( a , x, q ) where q is in Rq, q L 0. Note that U is defined only if j ( t ) remains in Il. The design of the dynamic controller will consist of the design of these "function of."
Our adaptive controllers will always guarantee a local stabilization. However, in the case where the basic assumption UFS is global, we are interested in designing an adaptive controller which also gives global stability. This will require some additional assumptions: either limiting the growth at infinity of the uncertainties, or not allowing the Lyapunov functions to depend on p . This extends previous results known only for feedback linearizable systems (see the details in Section VII). In particular, we prove the global adaptive stabilization of some systems for which no globally stabilizing control laws existed before. Novelty is even brought to the field of adaptive control of linearizable systems. Indeed, we shall exhibit a globally stabilizing adaptive controller for the feedback linearizable system of Example 2 below, for which no linearizing adaptive controller has yet been proved to be able to globally stabilize. This indicates that it might be very productive not to restrict our attention to feedback linearizing control, even for feedback linearizable systems.
In the case where the Lyapunov function used in the basic assumption does not depend on the parameter p , we are able to give a local result of a new and very interesting kind, in the sense that the initial condition of p in (3) is not restricted to be "close enough" to the true value p * . This is a first attempt to give an adaptive controller yielding nonglobal results with a stability domain being explicitly proved to be larger than the one obtained with nonadaptive control. The required additional assumption makes this new result valid only for a rather restrictive class of systems, which, however, includes for example, in the case of feedback linearization, the case considered in [20].
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 11, we state precisely the problem, assumptions, and objectives; in Section 111, we present a general way of designing some adaptive laws; in Section IV, we explicitly write the adaptive controller proposed in (3) above, with an extra state of dimension 1. In Section V, we state our main stabilization results; Section VI gives three illustrative examples; in Section VII, we conclude this paper with discussing these results and comparing them to others. The proofs are given in the Appendix.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Recall that the family of systems we are interested in is the one, indexed by P E W ' , where the system -4", is described by (2). The system to be controlled is Y,,, p* being unknown.
A . Assumptions
Let II be an open subset of W', containing the "possible" values of the parameter p . It might be all R'. p* will be assumed to be in II. 2) For any positive real number K and any vector p in II, the set
where c is a strictly positive constant and s denotes the "nominal closed loop field": 3) The parameter vector p" of the particular system to be S ( p * ) 5 0 .
From this assumption, we call II, the closed convex subset of II defined by Equation (7) 
and, from (7)
B. Objectives
With assumption UFS, we will derive a dynamic controller of the form (3) , where the "function of" will be designed to the following goal: the solutions of the closed-loop system composed of the (adaptive) Property PI will always be satisfied by our adaptive controller. In this property, we are concerned with two aspects: local boundedness and local convergence. The local boundedness is rather a weak property which is already satisfied by the control u,(p, x) with p chosen constant and close enough to the true value p*. This is stated in the following proposition.
Proposition I (Robust Control) [4, Section X S J : Consider the closed-loop system (state: ( p , x)) composed of y,",.
in feedback with the controller.
There exists a neighborhood of ( p * , 0) such that all the solutions starting in this neighborhood are bounded. Moreover, if there exists a neighborhood of ( p * , 0) and a positive constant K such that, for ( p , x ) in this neighborhood.
then, for solutions with initial condition (@(O), x(0)) in a sufficiently small neighborhood of ( p * , 0), x ( t ) tends to 0.
According to this proposition, not only the local boundedness but also the local convergence involved in Property P1 are given by the nonadaptive controller 1151. However, we note that, with point 1) in property UFS, (16) (6)]. Hence, the only interest of an adaptive controller meeting Property PI is to guarantee the local convergence property, i.e., to guarantee the convergence of ~( t ) to 0, although (16) may not be satisfied.
The difference between Property PI and Property P2 is that, in the latter, there is no restriction on the initial value j ( 0 ) . We shall design an adaptive controller satisfying Property P2 under the assumption that the function V given by assumption UFS(O) does not depend on p (Theorem 4). Clearly, Property P2 is not satisfied by the nonadaptive controller (15) if there exists some p such that U , ( p , . ) does not stabilize (locally) the equilibrium point 0 of .$*. Therefore, when Property P2 holds, the adaptive controller yields a larger attraction domain than the nonadaptive controller. This is a step in proving that, in general, adaptive control gives a larger attraction domain than nonadaptive control. See an illustration of this in Example 3.
Property P3 is stronger than the previous Properties P1 and P2 since there is no constraint at all on the initial conditions. However, it asks for the global assumption UFS. This may not be satisfied in practice. In fact, as mentioned above, Property PI is already satisfied by nonadaptive controllers (see Proposition 1). And Property P2 seems to be very hard to establish. In this context, Property P3 is introduced as an easier criterion to decide on whether an adaptive control law is better than another one. We will obtain Property P3 in two different cases (Theorems 2 and 3) according to the dependence of the systems on the parameter vector p .
To illustrate the topic of this paper, we consider the following example.
Example 2: Let p
Clearly cq is linear be in W, x in W3, and 6 be given by x, = x 2 + px: Here to meet Property P3, we first observe that UFS can be satisfied by using control laws whose main objective is robust stabilization instead of linearization. Namely, following the Lyapunov design proposed in [14], we obtain the following nominal control law:
where k and j are integers larger than or equal to 1 , c1, c 2 , and cg are positive real numbers, and [ = ( t I , t 2 , t 3 ) is given by the following p-dependent diffeomorphism cp:
x 2 + C , X , + p x :
The associated positive function V is E32 1 4-22
The nominal closed-loop field s, defined in (5) is, when written with the coordinates 4 4'1 = 4-2 -c,t1 
This equation is linear in p * , namely it can be rewritten in
. a h a h
~( i t , f i ,
Consequently, an estimate of p * can be obtained by using an algorithm from linear estimation theory, For instance, the classical gradient estimator gives 
This method, referred as "regressor filtering," will not be considered here, see point 4 ) of the discussion in Section VII.
To guarantee that the estimate p remains in the set II we further change (28) into (35), using the smooth projection "Proj," the locally Lipschitz function defined by (12). We finally obtain the following adaptive law:
ah Taking the control itself as U = U,($, x ) we obtain the following dynamic controller: . zT( q a , x ) [0, m) , remain in a compact set, and their ( x , V)-component tends to (0,O) as t tends to infinity.
As stressed in the Introduction, Theorem 1 states a rather weak property which is already almost satisfied by nonadaptive controllers: see Proposition 1 . On the other hand, we establish in Theorems 2 and 3 some global stabilization results which in general are not given by nonadaptive controllers, but this requires the strong global assumption UFS. In the case when only the local assumption UFS(Q2) is satisfied, one would like a stronger local result than Theorem 1. Indeed, we would like to have an estimate of the attraction domain good enough to prove that this attraction domain is larger than the one obtained by using a nonadaptive controller. Unfortunately, as far as we know, such a nice property has never been established. This shows the interest of the following theorem where this property is proved in the case when the Lyapunov function does not depend on p . 
Under these conditions, by using the adaptive controller In the general case, it is.difficult to understand the meaning of this assumption although it is easy to check when given the system and V . Example 2 below shows that it can be satisfied, by using appropriately chosen nominal control laws, for a system which had never been proved to be globally adaptively stabilizable except in the very recent report of Kanellakopoulos, Kokotovic, and Morse [ 6 ] .
The assumption that V does not depend on p is also difficult to understand. It is not satisfied in general by linear systems when linear control is used. However, it holds if the systems of the family { Y,},Enc are all equivalent via regular state feedback, i.e., for any pair ( p l , p 2 ) in II, x II,, there exists a control ~( p , , p 2 , x , U ) such that, for all ( x , U),
a O ( x ,

U ) + A ( x , U)PI = a O ( x , U ( P 1 , P 2 , x , U))
+ A (~, U ( P~, P~, X , U ) ) P~ ( 5 8 )
with ~( p , , p 2 , x , U) smooth. This equivalence is characterized by Pomet and Kupka in [13] . In particular, it is implied by the "strict matching assumption" introduced in [20] in the case of linearizable systems. Nevertheless, in Example 4 below, we show that this equivalence, although sufficient, is not necessary for the existence of a function V not depending on p .
In view of these comments, one way to solve the adaptive stabilization problem is to use these additional assumptions-growth condition (54) or V independent of p -as guidelines in the design of the functions U, and we need to satisfy assumption UFS. This leads to the following two-stage procedure. 1) Find a class of stabilizing control laws with sufficient degrees of freedom to significantly change the behavior at infinity or the dependence on p of the Lyapunov function.
Unfortunately, a priori given stabilizing control laws, like linearization by feedback and diffeomorphism, are usually inappropriate (see Example 2 continued below). Also, we do not know any systematic way to achieve stabilization for general systems. Nevertheless, if the systems S , are in the following restricted pure-feedback form (see [ 19] 2) Specify these degrees of freedom to meet (54) or to
This design procedure will be illustrated in the next section by continuing Example 2 for which we have already done the first stage with (18) (17), Theorem 1 gives the local convergence and boundedness properties of Property P1. But, since every system ~% is globally feedback linearizable, one might expect a global result. However, no adaptive controller, given in the literature and based on feedback linearization, is proved to give global stabilization. To apply Theorem 2 here, we have to check whether (54) is satisfied or not. Let us prove that if we use linearizing control laws U , , i.e., if we choose k = j = 1 in (18), (54) cannot be satisfied, although it is satisfied if j 2 2 and k 2 3.
We have to compare the product of the norms of av auat to a power of V = U. For this comparison, we use the 4 coordinates to simplify the expression of V . We have
It follows that:
where CY depending on j and k is given in Table I . Feedback linearization is obtained with k = j = 1. In this case, as stated in Table I systems in which Yp is described by
In fact, using the same trick of changing the Lyapunov function V into ( V / V, -V ) , or here x 2 into x 2 / 1 -x 2 ) , the Lyapunov design used in [20] would lead to exactly the same result as Theorem 4 .
Example 4: This is an example of a situation where it is possible to find a family of control laws yielding a Lyapunov function independent of p , whereas the systems of the family are not equivalent to one another via pure feedback transformations.
Consider the family of systems described by X I = x 2 + p x 1 x 3 x2 = x , + 2 p x 1 ( 2 x , + x 2 ) However, we shall find functions U, and V satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3 in the following way. We first define 4 I , ij2, E, by the following linear change of coordinates, not depending on p :
A stabilizing (locally linearizing) feedback law is 
The equations (83) read
Following the idea of Theorem 4, we propose the controller
Then, by choosing I/ as (77)
we have (87) Notice that U and p tend to infinity as x tends to 1 or -1 .
For any value of p* in R, considering the dynamical system in 8' composed of q",. in feedback with the controller (77)-(79), Theorem 4 proves that each solution Therefore, defining the nominal control law by
( x ( t ) , a c t ) , ~( t ) )
with ~( 0 ) ' < 1 is defined for all positive time, bounded, and such that ( x ( t ) , v ( t ) ) goes to (0,O) as t U n ( P > x ) = 2El + E 2 -3 5 3 -PEl(5El + E 2 + 2 , ) 1) We do not specify the nominal control laws U,. Our contribution may be viewed as a general method to make a stabilizing control law adaptive, whereas most proposed designs deal with "adaptive linearization" in which the nominal control laws are supposed to be feedback linearization. 
5) Pursuing the idea of [ll]
, we introduce into the estimation some information on the stabilization; this is done both through choosing the Lyapunov equation to base adaptation (see point 3) above), and through the term r in (48) which acts more or less as a "normalization" introduced in the above-mentioned filtering. This allows us to enforce more robust properties to the filtered equation error e in (29).
B. Comparison to Other Results
As mentioned above, most of the controllers in the literature are proved to satisfy the local convergence and boundedness properties of Property PI just like our Theorem 1. We discuss here the possibility to get the global result of Property P3.
The first kind of assumptions used, in the literature, to prove global results is often called matching assumptions. It allows the authors to state the global Property P3 in [20] , [SI, and [2] . Note that the results in [20] and [ 5 ] are based on a Lyapunov design and can be easily extended from the case of feedback linearization, considered in these papers, to the case of assumption UFS. The assumption in [20] implies that we can choose V not depending on p , and the assumptions in [ 5 ] , [2], or [12] more or less imply that one can annihilate the p-dependence of V through the control. This is further discussed in [lo] and in [13] . On the other hand, the controller proposed in [2] , which is based on estimation, is proved to always give the local Property PI. However, its generalization to the case when the control law U , is not feedback linearization would not give the global Property P3, even if V does not depend on p , without adding an assumption on the nominal closed-loop field s in (5) (see [lo] ). Using the Lyapunov equation in the estimation (point 3) above) allows US to avoid this problem. Our controller gives the local Property P1 always, and the global Property P3 when V does not depend on p , no matter what type of stabilizing feedback the U , is.
Another kind of assumption is called the growth conditions. They limit the growth at infinity of functions measuring the dependence on the unknown parameters. For the case 151, 1161, 1171, and 1201. when the U , is a feedback linearizing law, this growth at infinity is given by the global Lipschitz assumptions in [15] and [8] . Here, thanks to basing the adaptation on the Lyapunov equation and to using a normalization, the less conservative assumption (54) is sufficient. As an aside result, we have shown with Example 2 that, even dealing with feedback linearizable systems, it has an interest to consider other possible stabilizing control laws than feedback linearization: for adaptive stabilization, adaptive linearization may not be appropriate due to its lack of robustness far from the equilibrium.
C. Extensions
Nonsmooth Stabilizing Feedback Laws: Stabilizing control laws may often be guaranteed to be smooth everywhere but at the origin (see [18] ). In such a case, replacing V in c d V ( V ) by, say, (sup { V -c , O } ) * with E some strictly positive constant, would give similar results with the equilibrium point 0 replaced by the set { I/ I E } (see [l] [ J " ( x ) XI=, p , J ' ( x ) is an invertible matrix for any p and x (the systems considered in this paper are a particular case of (91) with J" = I and J' = 0). This has been extensively studied in the case of robot arms (see [16] and [7] , for example), and in a more general case, in [ll] . The methods presented here do not directly apply.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We believe that the kind of adaptive control we propose fits well to the adaptive stabilization problem as we state it here. It is the only method we know that gives as good results as the direct Lyapunov method used in (201 or [5] when some "matching assumptions" are satisfied. It works also when these assumptions fail, without restricting to linearizing feedback controls.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THE THEOREMS
With the help of (4) We shall use the following well-known lemma (see [3] ).
(0 < T I + m), satisfying Lemma 2: Let U be a C' time function defined on [0, T ) 
U ( t ) s e C [ U ( O ) + E&] V t e [ O , T ) . (98)
Moreover, if T is infinite then lim sup U( t ) I 0. 
t -t w
Proof: This is a straightforward consequence of a known result on differential inequalities: from (96), one derives (see [4, Theorem 1.6 .11): Proof of Theorem I : We suppose that UFS(Q) holds and we must find initial conditions such that x remains inside the set Q.
From points 1) and 2) of UFS(Q), one can find strictly positive urnax and amax such that ( P 9 x ) E 6 ( urnax 9 amax) * x E Q . + 2 K ( u m a x , a m a x ) ) . (109)
To prove that its component x ( t ) remains in a, let us suppose that this is false. Then let t , be the infimum of the times t such that ( f i ( t ) 9 x ( t ) ) + @ (urnax 7 a m a x ) . ( ( 1 16) "(a( t ) > X ( t ) ) 5 :urnax.
(117)
II P* -a( t ) II 5 t a r n a x .
(118)
It follows
We conclude that V = 11 + e, (log), (112) 
( v ' E ) e l + d l T D ) ( c~ + ( c -1 ) l e l E L * ( o , T ) . (130)
Since Lemma 1 says that p and e = V -7 are bounded, by using Lemma 2 , (1 13), (128), (129), and (130 
